
It’s therefore easy to opt for the car instead of pounding the 
pavements with your little ones. However, our recent research 
shows that 58% of British children pester their parents to walk 
to school more, believing that it allows them to spend more 
qualitytime with friends and family, whilst getting  
somewell needed fresh air and having an  

adventure along the way!

To help mums, dads, grandmas and granddads across 
the country get the most out of their walk to school, 
we’ve created a handy downloadable Adventure 
Guide, with some quirky ideas and inspiration on how 

to turn the school run into an exciting adventure 
(some might even help speed the trip up a bit 

if you’re tight on time). 

Regatta knows that the walk to and from school can be stressful for parents, trying 
to get your little ones safely from the front door to the school gates and back again, 
while juggling the additional demands of work, childcare and your family’s social life! 

ADVENTURE GUIDE
WALK TO SCHOOL

Don’t forget 
to share your 
adventures!

#itsmyadventure



MONDAY
Unless you walk to school through 
fields (which would be wonderful), 
you’re bound to come across a 
number of cracks in the pavement on 
your walk to school. 

Why not take advantage and 
challenge your little ones to try 
and get to school without stepping 
on a single crack or break in the 
pavement? You’ll probably find that 
because they’re concentrating so 
hard to avoid stepping on anything, 
you’ll get to the gates much quicker 
than usual.

Taking the same route to and from school can become mundane and a key reason why 
kids get distracted. Why not shake things up and add an element of adventure to your 
daily routine. Taking a new route is a great way to keep the kids’ attention with new 
exciting environments to explore – who knows what you may find!

Mind the cracksMORNING 
ADVENTURE...

AFTERNOON ADVENTURE...

Take a detour

Don’t forget 
to share your 
adventures!

#itsmyadventure



Whatever the season, there are always 
interesting flowers and plants around to spot 
on the walk to school, of all different colours 
and sizes. You could even get the kids to pick 
a couple of their favourites (as long as they’re 
wild and not in someone’s garden!) and then 
press them at home by placing them between 
the leaves of a very big book.

AFTERNOON ADVENTURE...

Floral Delights

TUESDAY
Who’s 
the poet?
Kids don’t need to be in the classroom 

to get their brains ticking. Why not start 

school early by creating a poem on the 

walk to school with inspiration from 

the outside environment? Choose at 

least five different objects from your 

surroundings and incorporate into them 

into a fun poem. Your children could 

become little Shakespeare’s all before 

you’ve even reach the school gate.

MORNING ADVENTURE...

Don’t forget 
to share your 
adventures!

#itsmyadventure



WEDNESDAY

1...
2...

3...

Who needs a pedometer when you and the kids can do it yourselves? Task your kids with counting the exact number of steps their school run takes and you’ll find their concentration is absorbed from the moment they leave the house to when they step foot inside the school gates. They might even try to race themselves the next time, speeding things up even more.

But by this we don’t mean take the car! Instead, why not challenge your family to find a different way of getting home from school. It could be hopping, skipping or jumping – or even a mixture of the three so those little legs don’t get too tired

Human pedometer

NO WALKING 
allowed

MORNING 
ADVENTURE...

AFTERNOON 
ADVENTURE...

Don’t forget 
to share your 
adventures!

#itsmyadventure



Channel your inner movie star and challenge the family to adopt a character for the whole 
walk to school, so anything they say or do has to be done in the style of that person. 
It could be your favourite actor, a cartoon character or even pretending to be a friend 
or family member; whoever you choose, you’re not allowed to come out of character until 
your little ones are safely home again.

AFTERNOON ADVENTURE...

ROLE PLAY

THURSDAY

Creative counting is a great way to occupy your little 
ones. Get your kids practicing for those morning maths 
lessons by counting objects, places and people on your 
way to school. 

From the red letter boxes to the green trees this is a fab 
way to get your kids thinking and enjoying the outside walk.

How many...?
MORNING ADVENTURE...

Don’t forget 
to share your 
adventures!

#itsmyadventure



We hope you enjoy your Back to School 
Adventure, and we’d love to see what you 
get up to on your way to and from school, 
so don’t forget to share your adventures.

#itsmyadventure

FRIDAY

1...
2...

3...In the UK, we’re used to more than our fair share of wet weather, but it doesn’t have to be a bad thing. Rain means puddles, which kids just love to splash around in, so why not issue them a challenge to jump over all the puddles they come across on their way home. A good pair of wellie boots will keep their feet from getting wet and they’ll get home with a big smile on their face from all their sploshing!

Animal Watch

PUDDLE JUMP

MORNING 
ADVENTURE...

AFTERNOON 
ADVENTURE...

Encourage your kids to keep their eyes peeled and look for the wildlife that is all around them, by counting the number of animals they spot on the walk to school – and the different types. Even if you live in an urban area there’s still plenty of spotting to be done, from cats lurking under cars, to dogs being taken for their morning walk, or even the birds flying high in the sky. For slightly older kids, see if they can identify not only types of animals but species too.


